Some “Oriental” impact on a very early recension of the Slavonic translation of the five Pauline epistles is demonstrated. The most natural interpretation of this fact is that the Greek originals used for the Slavonic translation were those widespread outside the borders of the ninth-century Byzantine Empire. Moreover, there are some traces of additional editing of the translations from Greek against some Syriac version(s), in the same manner as in roughly contemporaneous Melkite translations of the New Testament from Greek into Arabic. Both I (“Ancient”) and II (“Preslav”) recensions share the above features that, therefore, are to go back to their common archetype, that is, an even more “ancient” recension. Only the earliest Ethiopic version (EthGr) shows an affinity with the Slavonic material comparable to that of the Syriac material. This fact must be interpreted as an affinity of the early Slavonic version with Greek recensions that were circulating before the seventh-century Arab invasion. The quantitative method proposed in this paper is dedicated to comparison of two competing hypotheses concerning the textual flow of a highly contaminated tradition. The method has the following preconditions and limitations: (1) the total number of possible hypotheses must be previously reduced to two: that a specific source of contamination existed or not; (2) in the present (simplest) modification of the method, the hypothesis about the presence of a discussed source of contamination must additionally imply a high value of the signal-to-noise ratio (> 0.5), that is, that this hypothetical source, if it actually existed, was the major source of contaminations of a specific kind (defined above as “perturbations”).
It would be preposterous to claim that thousands of copyists had the same tics nerveux.

William Veder (Veder 2014: 376, n. 12)
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In his analysis of the variant readings, Voskresenskij specified a number of those that affect the meaning but are apparently unexplainable with referring to the ordinary phenomena for the Slavonic translations from Greek (differences in translation techniques and errors of Slavic translators, editors, and scribes; variant readings in the known Greek manuscripts). However, I noticed that a large part of such difficult variants—that I will define below (section 3.3) as a specific kind of contamination of the manuscript tradition called "perturbation"—is attested to in Oriental, especially Syriac readings unknown in Greek.

The present study has a very precise purpose without aiming at an exhaustive explanation of all the problems related or purportedly related to this fact. This purpose is the following: after having described the phenomenon, to propose a quantitative evaluation of the hypothesis that these various readings reveal the existence of a so far unnoticed (group of) source(s) of contamination of the earliest Slavonic manuscript tradition.

2. The Readings Looking Syrian

2.1. The Slavonic Variant Readings

Let us begin with a review of the readings that I managed to connect, in one or another way, with some Syrian/Syriac material.

The variant readings of the Slavonic text were first discussed in (Воскресенский 1879) and published (according to a larger number of manuscripts) in (Воскресенский 1892; Воскресенский 1906; Воскресенский 1908); then, some additional variant readings were published by Iskra Hristova-Shomova in 2004 (Христова-Шомова 2004).

Voskresenskij discerned four recensions of the Slavonic translation. These recensions (in the terms of statistics, clusters of manuscripts) are so sharply distinct that the fact of their distinctiveness is observable even without any specific quantitative methods. Voskresenskij's classification has been confirmed in later studies with a unique exception: the Apostolos with commentaries (Tolkovyj Apostol "Interpreted Apostolos") is now considered as a separate recension distinct from Voskresenskij's recensions I and II.

Historically, multiple collations with the (different recensions of the) Greek text contributed to divergence of the Slavonic recensions.

5 Cf. (Мирчев, Ходов 1983). All other preserved Bulgarian manuscripts of the Apostolos belong to the Middle Bulgarian period or later.

6 I mean the quantitative methods based on the cluster analysis applied to the Slavonic Apostolos by Ralph M. Cleminson (Клеминсон 2013: 31—61).

7 I retain Voskresenskij's designations for these recensions thus avoiding the modern terms implying their historical interpretation ("Ancient" for I, "Preslav" for II, "Athonite" for IV, and "Chudov"—especially misleading if the corresponding recension is Southern Slavic, as Iskra Hristova-Shomova believe,—for III). However, my using of Voskresenskij's ordinal numbers is unconnected to any presumption concerning the relative chronology of the corresponding recensions. The separation of the Tolkovyj Apostol to a specific recension has no practical value for my study and, therefore, will be ignored. It will turn out that the features we are studying are specific to the recensions I, II, and that of Tolkovyj Apostol, whereas drastically reduced in recension IV, and barely perceptible in recension III.

For the Greek variant readings, Voskresenskij consulted systematically the editions by Mill, Scholz, and Tischendorf (Millius, Kuserus 1710; Scholz 1836; Tischendorf 1872), who took into account many readings of later Greek manuscripts, Oriental versions, and Greek and Latin Fathers, which were not repeated in the apparatus by later editors who were aiming at reconstructing the earliest Greek text. Generally, Voskresenskij's knowledge of the variability of the Greek text exceeded that of the readers of modern standard critical editions. Of course, the total number of Greek variant readings is even greater, and its real extension could be figured out from preliminary works for the future Editio Critica Maior.

At the initial stage of the present study, I will simply enumerate the variant readings that look somewhat "Oriental" and, especially, Syriac. Then, we will start to think how to interpret them. As a prerequisite for a review of the relevant readings in the Oriental versions, we need to have at hand a general map of the routes of the Pauline epistles throughout the Christian Orient.

2.2. The Pauline Epistles in the Oriental Versions

Some Oriental versions, especially Syriac, Armenian, Ethiopic, and Coptic, go back to Greek texts available in the Late Antiquity. No wonder, they preserve some variant readings that are not necessarily extremely ancient but, at least, already unavailable in the Byzantine Church after the seventh-century Arab conquest of the most of the former Christian Empire.

For some reasons discussed elsewhere (Lourie (forthcoming a), Lourie (forthcoming b)), I consider Syrian literary traditions especially important for the earliest Slavonic writing including the New Testament translations. This is why my predominant attention will be focused on the Syrian data (available either directly in Syriac or in Arabic translations from Syriac).

Moreover, I will take into account all other Oriental versions to the extent in which they are published. This is necessary for any study of the possible non-Byzantine background of the Slavonic text. On the contrary, I will not...
pay any specific attention to the Latin and Gothic variant readings, because, according to my own impression, Voskresenskij's observations show that they have no specific importance for understanding the Slavonic version.

In the two next sections, I will sketch, as briefly as possible, the data on the Oriental versions of the Pauline epistles, which are to be taken into account in our study as possible witnesses to the Greek variant readings that were lost or marginalised in the ninth-teninth-century Byzantium but are present in the Slavonic.

My introduction will be written in a Syrian-centred coordinate grid. Thus, all the versions will be classified into three categories: Syrian (Syriac and directly translated from Syriac), Syrian-influenced (translated from Greek but in milieux with Syrian spiritual leadership), and non-Syrian but possibly affecting some Syrian Christian tradition(s).

Voskresenskij has used as well, whereas less systematically, other scholarly editions accessible to his time. Hristova-Shomova only seldom provides variant readings, normally referring to the text of Nestle—Aland, which is of not too great value for the mediaeval period of the history of the NT text.

So far, only the Epistle of James is published in the Editio Critica Maior. For the epistles we are interested in, see: (Aland 1995; Aland et al. 1991).

For a (somewhat outdated) introduction to the Oriental versions of NT (van Esbroeck 1998: 399—509).

2.2.1. The Pauline Epistles in Syriac

The greatest part of the surviving Syriac translations of the Pauline epistles is subdivided into two groups: the earliest translation within the Syriac Bible Peshitta (P) and the 616 CE Harqleian recension (H) created as a literal translation from Greek. The Harqleian recension has a long history of its own, and this is why we have sometimes to discern between its different manuscripts (designed from H1 to H4).

Moreover, some material is preserved as quotations in early Syrian authors and translations from Greek into Syriac, and, finally, some important material is preserved as scholia in some manuscripts of H.

Among these authors, Philoxenus of Mabbog has a specific importance, because he provided, in 508, a new translation of NT, which was later taken into account in H (Brock 1981). This translation is available in short quotations only, but it will turn out to be of some importance for our material (s. below, discussion of Rom 11:16).

All these materials are published in parallel by Barbara Aland and Andreas Juckel in the appropriate volumes of their critical edition of NT in Syriac (Aland, Juckel 1991; Aland, Juckel 1995).

2.2.2. Direct Translations from Syriac: Sogdian and Arabic

Some parts of the Syriac text tradition are now observable indirectly: first of all, through the medieval direct translations from Syriac. The relevant material is preserved only in two languages, Arabic and Sogdian (almost nothing in two other Christian traditions that have translated from Syriac, Uighur and Chinese).

The Sogdian manuscripts of the Pauline epistles are all found in Turfan, China, in 1902—1914. The bilingual (Syriac-Sogdian) collection of the Pauline epistles (Turfan manuscript C23) is still unpublished. The published lectionary C5 contains some short fragments from the Pauline epistles. They were at first published in 1910 by F. W. K. Müller and, then, republished using some new manuscript fragments by Werner Sundermann (Sundermann 1974; Sundermann 1975; Sundermann 1981).

The whole published Sogdian material of the Pauline epistles is, however, limited to several short fragments. The main source is still unpublished (manuscript C23).

The early Arabic translations of the NT are now at the initial stages of their study. As to the translations from Syriac, two early translations are published, each in a unique manuscript.

A commented (although very briefly) translation made by the Melkite bishop (most probably, of Damascus) Bishr ibn as-Sirri in 867 (thus according to the colophon) in the manuscript Sinai 12

Arabic 151 (ArSySin), where the Pauline epistles are preserved in full (Staal 1983), and an anonymous translation preserved in a unique 892 CE St. Petersburg manuscript (ArSySpb) only partially and with great lacunae. The date of the latter translation is unknown but, presumably, the early ninth century as the very early (Stenij 1901).

No translation provided.

2.2.3. Translations from Greek within Syrian-influenced Milieux: Armenian, Caucasian Albanian, Georgian, and Nubian

These translations are, at least, one or more than one Arabic, the Armenian, one of the two Georgian, and, albeit indirectly, the Caucasian Albanian (through the Armenian). It is still difficult to judge about the Nubian.

An Arabic early (not earlier than the late sixth century, but, most probably, ninth century) translation contained in the ninth-century manuscript Vatican Arabic 1315, was made from Greek "but not only from Greek", that is, keeping
I do not know whether this conclusion is applicable to the unique published (by Margaret

Dunlop Gibson) early Arabic translation from Greek (Gibson 1894) (ArGrSin), but, anyway, I take the latter into account, because its underlying Greek text was certainly acquired by the translator outside the borders of the Byzantine Empire of his time (evidently, in Palestine or Sinai).

The early history of the biblical translations into the languages of the Caucasian/Armenian Churches is now recoverable in a very tentative way.

The Armenian version of the Pauline epistles (Arm) does not have so far a critical edition. The

1805 Zohrab Bible remains our main reference. Nevertheless, some liturgical readings from Paul were found, in 1994, in the Caucasian Albanian translation. The Albanian version is still insufficiently studied. According to its first and still the only investigator Jost Gippert, it represents the Armenian text tradition at its earlier stage, where it is sometimes closer to the Syriac and the Georgian. Unfortunately, the fragments of the partially preserved lectionary containing Pauline epistles are very short.

The Armenian translation of NT goes back to the fifth century, when the Armenian Church was theologically and culturally depending on the Syrian Church of the Iranian Empire—probably, in a greater extent than on the Greek-speaking Church of the Roman Empire.

In Georgian, there are four recensions of the Pauline epistles going back to two different

translations from Greek (Childers 2013: 306—307). Thus, the recensions A and D are substantially different, whereas the recensions B and C are somewhere in between (B is close to A, and C is close to D). Normally, the CD text (GeoCD) represents the Byzantine Greek (and, thus, provides nothing new for our purpose; s., however, an exception at 2Cor 1:7), whereas the AB text

14 Cf. criticisms by Sidney Griffiths 2013: 116, of (Kashouh 2011: 169) (who believes that the translation is pre-Islamic and made in Nagran).

16 As it was first demonstrated for the Gospels translation by Juan Pedro Monferrer-Sala (Monferrer-Sala 2013). The same author has recently generalised his conclusion on the Pauline epistles: Monferrer-Sala 2015. For the Pauline letters, see also an on-going study by Sara Schulthess, whose first results were presented in the paper "An Arabic Manuscript of Pauline Letters: Vaticanus Arabicus 13" at a conference in Leuven, 24 April 2015 (a PowerPoint presentation is available on-line: s. (wp.unil.ch: 1).

17 No translation provided. Another part of the same manuscript has been published later: (Krenkow 1926), but with no fragments of the five epistles we are interested in. On this dispersed manuscript, s. (Gehin 2006: 38—40).

18 I will quote the Zohrab Bible according to the electronic edition by (Gippert et al. 2008) at the Armazi Project (TITUS Texts: Armenian New Testament) (itus.uni-frankfurt.de: 1).

19 For the photos of the bottom (Albanian) layer of the palimpsest and its editio maior accompanied with Syriac, Armenian, and two Georgian translations of the relevant fragments, s. vol. 2 of the edition: (Gippert et al. 2008). As the most up-to-dated short review of these Albanian materials could be useful (Gippert, Schulze 2007).

20 The problem of the original language of the earliest (4th or 5th cent.) Georgian version of the Pauline epistles is still not resolved definitively; Syriac and Armenian were also proposed. Anyway, recensions AB show many agreements with Syriac P against GeoCD and the Byzantine Greek text.

21 (GeoAB) is often in agreement with the Syriac against the Byzantine Greek. The exact origin of both translations is unknown.

22 In Nubian, the Pauline epistles are preserved in small fragments of a lectionary (Browne 1994). I mention the Nubian in this section, because two of the three Nubian sixth-century kingdoms were converted by the mission of the bishop of Nobadia Longinus, who was not a Syrian himself but was a leader within one of the Syrian Churches. One can say that, in the sixth century, the whole anti-Chalcedonian Church life in Egypt was leaded by competing groups depending on one or another clan within the local Syrian diaspora (Lourie (forthcoming b)).

The translation is made from Greek and certainly not from Coptic. Since 2009, the Palaeoslavists should never forget that the texts from Nubia, in whatever language, could be extremely important for our understanding of the earliest literature in Slavonic. I mean, of course, the short recension of the "Slavonic" 2 Enoch in Coptic, which was identified among the manuscripts found in Nubia (Lourie (forthcoming b)). Thus, I had have to take into account the fragments of the Pauline epistles in Nubian (but, alas, without finding out in them anything important to our purpose).
Finally, the Syriac versions, after having been translated into Arabic, contributed to the creation (in the fourteenth century or somewhat earlier) of the second Ethiopic recension of the NT (s. the next section).

2.2.4. Translations from Greek into Coptic and Ethiopic

From the Coptic translations, only the Sahidic (Sah) and the Bohairic (Boh) are preserved. Both are available in the critical editions by George William Horner (Horner 1905; Horner 1920a; Horner 1920b). The edition of the earliest Sahidic manuscript of 2 Cor, Papyrus Bodmer XLII is still in preparation. The Sahidic represents a very early recension of the Greek text. The available Bohairic represents a post-Arab recension, even though it goes back to an old translation, too.

The Coptic texts are independent from the Syriac recensions and the Syrian Church traditions. However, on the contrary, the Syrian Christian tradition we are interested in because of its possible influence on the Slavic world was firmly established in Egypt and, in particular, in Alexandria (the place of the revelation to Cyril, the principal character of the Legend of Thessalonica). Thus, the Coptic parallels to some phenomena in the Slavonic texts are to be expected. We have already known a huge piece of evidence, the Coptic version of the “Slavonic” 2 Enoch.

The Coptic tradition is also partially preserved in Arabic translations from Coptic, but these translations of the Pauline epistles are not studied in any details (Kashouh 2011: 258—274).

The Ethiopic version of the New Testament is available in three different recensions and many mixed eclectic texts (including the missionary 1830 edition by Thomas Pell Platt (Platt 1830)).

21 The critical edition of the four recensions: (Dzotsenidze, Danelia 1974).
22 This edition encompasses all the biblical fragments known in Nubian.
23 The Sahidic text contains some lacunae. Horner’s apparatus to his Sahidic edition provides (for the Oriental languages, in translation) the parallels from several versions (normally the variants from Greek manuscripts, the Bohairic, the Latin version according to different early manuscripts, the Armenian according to the Zohrab Bible, and the Ethiopic according to the Roman editio princeps and the eclectic edition by Platt; s. (Platt 1830).
24 Sahidic on parchment, according to Wolf-Peter Funk; the edition is in preparation by Rodolphe Kasser. See (Robinson 2013: 183, 190).
25 As a general introduction, s. (Weninger 2003). For more details, s. (Zuurmond 2003; Zuurmond, Niccum 2013).
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1830)26). Fortunately, the 1548 editio princeps published in Rome by the Ethiopian monk and scholar “Petrus Aethiops” (Tasfa Sayon, together with his two fellow-monks from the famous Ethiopian Laura Dabra Libanos) was based on three manuscripts of the earliest recension thus providing a relatively pure text of the earliest Ethiopian version, even though without meeting the requirements of modern scholarship. Recently, some Pauline epistles appeared in critical editions, including four among the five that are in the focus of our attention.

The earliest Ethiopic version (EthGr) is a direct translation from Greek appeared in the Aksumite kingdom, between the fourth and the sixth centuries.

The second Ethiopic recension (EthAr), as it was mentioned above, is heavily influenced with the Arabic translations from Syriac (whereas perhaps also other Arabic versions). The third Ethiopic recension was a product of intensive scholarship in the sixteenth century but without an independent access to the Greek. There is no normally need, in our study, to distinguish between the second and the third Ethiopic recensions, given that, in their peculiar readings, the two represent some—mostly unknown to us—Arabic recensions. Nevertheless, the readings proper to the third recension will be specified when necessary.

2.3. The Slavonic Readings Looking “Oriental”: a List

The peculiar readings that could be explained with some reference to the Syrian/Syriac or other Oriental data are presented in Table 1 (for the abbreviations of the versions, see previous section).

The table does not contain unique Slavonic readings (known from a unique manuscript only). See a discussion of the relevance of the unique readings below (section 3.7).

With the grey fill colour are marked the rows where the Slavonic variant reading is likely to be explained from the Syriac text itself rather than the Greek text underlying the Syriac or other Oriental translation.

For the distribution of the coinciding variant readings among the versions, s. Table 4 (legend: + full coincidence; *+full coincidence recoverable; ± approximate coincidence; — another reading or lacuna/loss of pages). One can see,
from this table, that, after the Syriac versions, the ancient Ethiopic one (EthGr) provides the greatest number of parallels. This version represents a pre-seventh-century Greek text.

For the commentaries, see the next section.

26 No translation provided. Cf. an evaluation by Zuurmond, Niccum, 2013: 231, n. 1: “Platt's edition is even more useless [than the Roman 1548 edition] for text-critical purposes, as it represents a thoroughly eclectic text, with many later elements of Arabic influence”.

27 The most easily available edition (where a Latin translation is added, whereas not always very accurate) is Brian Walton’s polyglot Bible: (Walton 1657). I will quote it where no critical edition is available (for Gal).


29 Tedros Abraha 2001. No translation for the Ethiopic (Gecez) text, but published is as well an Amharic commented translation (andamta) together with an Italian translation of the latter. Theoretically, the Amharic commented text could reveal some different textual and exegetical tradition than the Gecez one, but, in our case, I have found nothing specific in the Amharic. The Epistle to the Ephesians is published within Uhlig, Maehlum 1993. Finally, the two epistles to the Corinthians were recently published privately by Tedros Abraha 2014; the plural “versions” in the title of this book means that there is a different translation of these two epistles (clearly depending on Syriac Peshitta readings) that is published separately according to an unique manuscript (x = Comboniani S8). I am extremely grateful to Fr Tedros Abraha who generously sent me a copy of this book.

Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>1879</th>
<th>30 page Rec. (mss31)</th>
<th>Peculiar reading</th>
<th>Normal reading(s) Greek Syriac32 or Other Oriental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Rom</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>I and IV оуже не оудолъгеть к томоу не oÜKexi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Rom</td>
<td>6:19</td>
<td>225 [2 mss] κאת &quot;in the truth&quot; κ iyαιαο*α voc and H ^^OWD P read as</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Rom</td>
<td>6:22</td>
<td>2 [mss] κ iyαιαο<em>α voc in the &quot;in the truth&quot; κ iyαιαο</em>α voc and H P read as</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Rom</td>
<td>6:22</td>
<td>9 [mss against 10] κ iyαιαο<em>α voc κ iyαιαο</em>α voc and H P read as</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Rom</td>
<td>6:22</td>
<td>3 [mss] κ iyαιαο<em>α voc κ iyαιαο</em>α voc and H P read as</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Rom</td>
<td>12:6</td>
<td>210 I and II κ iyαιαο<em>α voc κ iyαιαο</em>α voc and H P read as</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Rom</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>5 [mss] κ iyαιαο<em>α voc κ iyαιαο</em>α voc and H P read as</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Rom</td>
<td>14:7</td>
<td>207 I κ iyαιαο<em>α voc κ iyαιαο</em>α voc and H P read as</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Rom</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>[mostly братие моя [add] [no äSe^oi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Cor</td>
<td>15:29</td>
<td>261 I аще бо отниудь мьртвии не въстають аще бо отниудь мьртвии не въстають ei öXrag veKröoi ÖÜK  ýerevovxai P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Cor</td>
<td>2:12</td>
<td>293 I, II и двьри ми отвьрзшисА велицЪи [add] о г(оспод)Ъ [no addition] Kai 0upag ЦС1 äveray-^evn? ¿v Kupira Georgian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Cor</td>
<td>5:8</td>
<td>303 II оуповающе дьрзагем öappoß-^ev / öappouv-xeg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 (Continuation).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>1879</th>
<th>Rec. (mss)</th>
<th>Peculiar reading</th>
<th>Normal reading(s) Greek Syriac or Other Oriental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Cor</td>
<td>15:29</td>
<td>261 I аще оубо мьртвии не въстають аще бо отниудь [om in I] мьртвии не въстають ei öXrag veKrooi ÖÜK  ýerevovxai P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Cor</td>
<td>1:7</td>
<td>302 A634 and II [Tolst; cf. ecMt E1, ecMb E2] причастности есмы страстем есте öhe Oriental parallels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Cor</td>
<td>2:12</td>
<td>293 I, II и двьри ми отвьрзшисА велицЪи [add] о г(оспод)Ъ [no addition] Kai 0upag ЦС1 äveray-^evn? ¿v Kupira Georgian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Cor</td>
<td>2:14</td>
<td>295 I, II, and IV благодарю являющему победител и нас творящем oУ Oria^-^Beuovxi P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Cor</td>
<td>5:8</td>
<td>303 II оуповающе дьрзагем öappoß-^ev / öappouv-xeg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
19 2Cor 5:14 303 II аще бо любы божия сдержить нас любы бо божия сдержить нас [no addition] "Л яр аянъ ху Хршхои оуввехи Ethiopic

20 2Cor 5:18 296 II смирившаго себе смиривша го нас [om] себе ху Ках-ala'av-год аушо Ethiopic

21 2Cor 6:7 30535 II [7 mss] в словеси словеси истиньв / ръсноти-във 

22 2Cor 10:10 293 ХШ 262 I (with traces in II and III) яко кистолик речете соять тежки [речете in A17 and A19 and 8 mss in ХШ] яко оубо послаша рече. тяжка ай ai оинхохXai [9aoiv = P, H]. Бапеий Armen.

23 Gal 1:22 317 I (main reading) бях же незнаем ойноудь церквам июдеискам лицем хф прооюпю P read as"ta"b

33 This particle (= yap) is added in one ms of P (P17) and, by another hand, in a manuscript of Aphrahat.

34 Karpinsky Apostle, recension I, but [н^рЪдко представляетъ чгешя 2-й редакцш [often witnesses to readings of the 2nd recension] (Воскресенский 1908: III).

35 Only the variation of Slavic synonymic renderings of xatпиPQeio? is discussed.

Table 1 (Continuation).

Nr Place Воскресенский 1879 Rec. (mss) Peculiar reading Normal reading(s) Greek Syriac or Other Oriental

24 Eph 4:13 329 I and II (телесноую) в мероу тела исплъне-нию хвоу възраста *XиKia* mg H1.4

25 Eph 4:29 330 I всяко слово злое из оуст ваших да не исходить гнило oanpo^

26 Eph 5:1 330 I, III, IV and Pandecta of Antioch (11th cent.) бываите оубо подобни бгу подражате лие "v"ntai P H

27 Eph 5:18 333 I [4 mss] д(оу)хом стым [add] [no addition] 

28 Eph 6:7 331 I, III, IV с любовию слоужащ е с приязнью цех'еи-voia^ P

29 Eph 6:22 327 I кже о мънЬ еже о нас / вас xа nepi ■^öv P

2.4. The Slavonic Readings Looking "Oriental": a Discussion

Nr 1 (Rom 6:9). "To prevail" instead of "to possess" (and synonyms); the latter is the only reading of Greek, Syriac, and all other known to me versions (although some of them, as, e.g., certainly the Ethiopic, are not specific enough to provide a clear distinction between "to prevail" and "to possess"). However, the exactly corresponding reading could be provided by the Syriac, if only the ground stem of the same verb is read instead of the reflexive causative one that is present

37 in P, H, and various Syriac authors.

Nrs 2 and 3 (Rom 6:19, 22). Possibly, not a misreading but a variant reading in Syriac, where supposed reading would mean both "righteousness" and "truth". This reading is confirmed

38 with the Georgian AB, where the spectrum of meanings of (Rom 6:22) is the same

39 as that of the supposed Syriac word. Cf., in GeoCD, "holiness". Lacuna in ArSyrSpb.

All other versions have "holiness / sanctification". However, at 6:19, even GeoAB has "holiness".

Nrs 4 and 5 (Rom 11:16). The addition of the second "saint" in the each phrase of the sentence: si Ss ^ arcapxn ayia, Kai to ^ уарапа Kai si ^ piZa ayia, Kai oi K^a5oi. The three Slavonic manuscripts containing the addition at the second part of the verse are among the nine manuscripts containing it at the first part (Xffi 195 adds the tenth such manuscript, the Bulgarian Slepchensky Apostolos, 12th cent.)

36 Including the main ms of rec. I, the Ochrid Apostle (12th cent.). From 39 mss used in Voskr1908 for the rec. I, three are not preserved for this place and 15 contain the "normal" reading. Cf. (Воскресенский 1879: 318): "Охридскш же Апостоль имЪетъ несомненную связь съ глаголическими памятниками" ("The Ochrid Apostle has a certain connexion to the Glagolitic manuscripts"); this means that it witnesses to a very ancient Slavonic tradition.

37 Cf. (Payne Smith 1903: 579): meaning c) "to take possession, take, occupy", but ^ "to bear rule, bear sway, have the mastery, prevail".

38 I am very grateful to Alexey Ostrovsky for pointing me out this reading.

Among the Oriental versions, we have the following parallels to the Slavonic with additions (Table 2):

Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Воскресенский 1879 Rec. (mss)</th>
<th>Peculiar reading</th>
<th>Normal reading(s)</th>
<th>Greek</th>
<th>Syriac or Other Oriental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Eph 4:13</td>
<td>329 I and II (телесноую)</td>
<td>в мероу тела исплъне-нию хвоу възраста <em>XиKia</em></td>
<td>mg H1.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Eph 4:29</td>
<td>330 I всяко слово злое</td>
<td>из оуст ваших да не исходитъ гнило oanpo^</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Eph 5:18</td>
<td>333 I</td>
<td>д(оу)хом стым</td>
<td>[add] [no addition]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Eph 6:7</td>
<td>331 I, III, IV</td>
<td>с любовию слоужащ</td>
<td>е с приязнью цех'еи-voia^</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Eph 6:22</td>
<td>327 I кже о мънЬ</td>
<td>еже о нас / вас xа nepi ■^öv</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

37 I am very grateful to Alexey Ostrovsky for pointing me out this reading.

Among the Oriental versions, we have the following parallels to the Slavonic with additions (Table 2):

Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Greek Slavonic with additions Syriac (Philoxenus) Coptic Sahidic Coptic Bohairic Ethiopic (EthGr)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>si 5s 'л апархв аия, Кай то фираца аще бо начать съ. и присьцъ стъ ефле пее&quot;в g r ou'в. еие пкоеоушм фп ou'в юле пе &quot;н&quot;рхн ou'в. іе цоу'в оьы алепткеоушмут ЛП : hiHt : hi-t : :</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Symptomatic is the absence of the parallels in the Arabic translations from Greek, the Georgian, and the Armenian (not to say of the Syriac and Arabic from Syria40). The Syriac is attested to only by Philoxenus of Mabbug41. The parallelism between Philoxenus and Coptic and Ethiopic recensions could not be accidental, because Philoxenus’ metropole of Mabbug governed the Syrian missions to the South Arabia (Nagran), the place of the further interference between the

42

Syrian and Ethiopian Christians.

Nr 6 (Rom 12:6). "According to the number of faith" instead of "according to the proportion of faith". Cf., e.g., in the Ethiopic translation from Greek, an idea of counting but still not "number": R^R43 : : "according to counting of the faith" in the early translation, but

RA^P^z : : "in the measure of faith" in later recensions. Similar readings are preserved among the variants of GeorgianAB44: [another variant: bib^i^i^i ^sign / miracle”

8bob "according to the measure/amount of his faith" (with the reading

bi%«8obi in the main text and bi%«8obig^ in GeoCD, both having the meaning "proportionally"). The same in the Armenian: pus "m$n$q h$mismnq "according to the measure of faith". The same in the Coptic Sahidic: k^t^ n^i NTnicTic "according to the measure of the faith", but not in the Bohairic: k^t^ nieoHTeH [variant oyeoHTeH] hts "according to the/a

likeliness of faith" (clearly, an attempt of rendering Kara x^v avaXoyia).

The two Syriac translations have the same phrase ^mms whose main word can be retranslated into Greek in both ways, as avaXoyia as well as apiB^og (Payne Smith 1879—1901: col. 2237). Thus, the Slavonic peculiar reading, if it has something to do with the Syrian material, is to be

39 The words ■ : are accidentally omitted in the main manuscript of the critical edition by Tedros Abraha. The same construction in the later Arabic-influenced Ethiopic recension (EthAr), whereas the wording is slightly different; cf. (Tedros 2001: 108).

40 For this, only the translation of ArSyrSin is available; ArSyrSpb has a lacuna.

41 In his epistle to the Arab (Lakhmide) Christian chieftain Abu Ya’fur, early 6th cent.; s., on this letter, (de Halleux 1963: 203—208). Published by (Harb 1967), for Rom 11:16 see (Harb 1967: 208).

42 On the Philoxenian legacy within the Syrian tradition behind the earliest Slavic writing, s. (Louire (forthcoming c)).

43 The main manuscripts has n^rtn, but I quote with the etymologically correct spelling.

44 I am grateful to Alexey Ostrovsky for having attired my attention to these readings.

explained as a possible correct alternative rendering of the Syriac word and not as a rendering of a different Greek variant reading.

Nr 7 (Rom 12:14). The Armenian and the ancient Ethiopic (EthGr) versions coincide with the peculiar Slavonic reading: ophhtgtp qmU^&u Atp, ophhtgtp L mlU^&mhtp: / :

ЛХЛ : : : : "Bless those who curse you (pl); bless and not curse",

but in EthAr different renderings of xou^ SiroKovrn^ are used: : "those who persecute you (pl)" and P^h^n^ : : "those who torturer you (pl) and persecute you (pl)".

Nr 8 (Rom 14:7). Repeated "of us" in "For none of us lives to himself, and no one of us dies to himself". This reading is the normative one in the Coptic versions, both Sahidic ("yo mmm mmon w^moy n^q") and Bohairic (oyuef mmon gi mmon w^moy mnoq), although is absent in the others known to me (including the Syriac, Arabic, and Ethiopic ones).

I have elaborated elsewhere on the possible relevance of such exclusive agreements with the Coptic in the earliest Slavonic translations46. There is, at least, one such reading in the Slavonic Gospel translation, and an even greater example is the short recension of 2 Enoch as a whole.

Nr 9 (Rom 15:15). The reading was known to Voskresenskij in recension IV only (the Gennadius Bible, 1499, retained in the printed Ostrog Bible, 1581), but is pointed out by Hristova-Shomova in ten manuscripts (mostly South Slavic but including the Russian Christianopolis Apostolos of the 12th cent., which is the earliest among them). This reading is specific to the Syriac versions, whereas the other Oriental versions corresponds to either ASs^oi or omission of this word.

Nr 10 (1Cor 7:15). No additional manuscripts with this reading in Hristova-Shomova. Instead of "the brother or the sister is not under servitude in such cases", two Slavonic manuscripts have "not are ashamed". The most of the Oriental versions follows the Greek text (lacuna in the Sahidic), including Vatican Arabic 13: "there is no power (L^t^) in such things on the brother or sister"47. However, other Arabic versions have explicative translations (but lacuna in ArSyrSpb). ArSyrSin: Vj jfj ["is not compelled and not enslaved", and—the most interesting to us—ArGrSin: f:1.1 j^ Uji.1 j ["and not our brother is to be enslaved or contempted"]. The last word could be translated also as "to be low,
It is hardly probable that the explicative translation of ArGrSin follows some Greek text where some word has been added to ou SsSouXrorni. Both ArSySrSin and ArGrSin demonstrate the same manner of an explicative translation. There is no reason to think that they followed some Syriac translation unknown to us, even though such a possibility could not be excluded logically. The most plausible explanation of this similarity is probably the common milieu of the two translations, Arabic-speaking Melkites, where the translators would have tried to anticipate the same understanding problems of their common audience. The Slavonic "peculiar" reading goes back to such an explicative manner of translation attested to in some Arabic Melkite translations only.

Nr 11 (1Cor 7:37). "Peril, disaster" instead of "necessity". The same reading in Armenian "peril, danger") and Georgian (the same word in slightly different spellings: ^^35 AB, ^350 CD "disaster").

45 This spelling in the apparatus of the critical edition (Tedros 2001: 113, n. 109).

46 See: (Lourie (forthcoming c)) and (Lourie (forthcoming b)).

47 I quote this unpublished verse in full (f. 108r, I am very grateful to Dmitry A. Morozov for the following transcription): ^ t^j Jl. JJ- O-L-Li "i jJ [Vi Jc [jii. "JJ j" o>j. V "Jj j$ j[j].

48 As Alexey Ostrovsky noticed to me, the meaning "necessity" occurs as well, even though it is secondary, as it is detected by Ilia Abuladze: (Abuladze 1973: 429), s.v. "35, among other meanings: fylbigofto "(state of) being in need" (cf. gofto "necessity").

Nr 12 (1Cor 11:30). Instead of "and quite a number (ixavoi) [of you] have died" the peculiar Slavonic reading has "and many have died". The Syriac translations do never have kavo^ in Syriac49) but always "many" (**[M]8): P ^[^i]o, H ^[^]o ^[^]o _[^]o [var. The same in the Vulgate (multi) and the most of the Oriental versions: ArGrSin and ArSySrSin (lacuna in ArSySrSpb), both Georgian (8^535^60), Sah and Boh (respectively, йфоумнфё and йлеоуннф "a great multitude"), EthGr and EthAr ), with, however, an exception of Arm that follows the Greek strictly: "о". It is not clear whether all these "many" render ixavo50, or there was, in Greek, another variant reading noXXoi at this place. Anyway, this is an example of a Slavonic variant reading where the coincidence with the Syriac (and other Oriental versions) could be accidental with a high probability (much higher than in the most of cases). Cf. another such example in Eph 4:29 (Nr 24 below).

Nr 13 (1Cor 12:29). The reading of P against the reading of H. The same in GeoAB (56^ Y ^zO^60 6^ 65^ ou^66)51. This reading is specific to the Syriac and Syrian-influenced Caucasian versions.

Nr 14 (1Cor 15:29). The Greek oXo^ is never attested to in P (whose text, for this verse, is available also from Aphrahat, early 4th cent., and Babai the Great, early 7th cent., both in the Sasanian Iran). In translations (from Greek) of Severus of Antioch (6th cent.) the Greek adverb is correctly rendered with and, in H, with a calque from Greek mU4. Cf., in ArGrSin, rendering of oXo^ with The same omission of oXo^ in the Ethiopic and in the Georgian AB (whereas GeoCD has yhs$5^ = oXo^). The Coptic Sahidic has puw "indeed" instead of oXo^" (but it reappears in the Bohairic: oXu).

Nr 15 (2Cor 1:7). Paul's second person in "as ye are partakers of the sufferings" changed to the first person in the peculiar Slavonic reading ("as we are partakers...").

The textological history of 2Cor 1:6-7 in the Oriental versions is extremely complicated. In Greek, in the second part of the verse 1:7 (oxi ю^ Koivrovoi sots xrov naGnM-dxrov, ouxro^ Kai x^ ларакХ^аею^), the "partakers (Koivrovoi)" are always "you" (pl.) and never "we": the verse has sots and never so^sv. Moreover, the "passions" meant are obviously those of Christ and not those of Paul himself (cf. 1:5: та лаб'лцаха xou Xpioxou). This structure is rendered correctly by both Coptic, the Georgian AB, and, of course, by the Syriac H. The other versions provide a reach spectrum of readings. The peculiar Slavonic reading stands firmly on so^sv. It has only one exact Oriental parallel, in the Armenian version: hpt n(p)a(wh) *gnpq HuF ^mp^mpmUmglU, UnjU"tu hi tf^mpnlpl)h(mUJU: inasmuch as we are partner(s) of the passions, so (we will be) and of the consolation.

The Armenian translation testifies two important things. Namely, that there was, in fact, a Greek reading with so^sv, and that this reading was, theoretically, available in some Syrian milieus having an Iranian background.


50 As it is the common opinion, shared, e.g., by the authors of the Greek retroversion of H: (Aland, Juckel 1991: 591; Aland, Juckel 1995).

51 But not in the Albanian, despite the translation "are all workers of miracles?" in (Gippert et al. 2008: VII—27) (no continuous pagination in the book). The Albanian reads mecigay cexal mil'anunux nahalar. As Alexey Ostrovsky translated for me word by word, mecigay = really, cex + al = all/every + and/also, mil'anun-ux = power-PL, n-ahal-af = NEG-be/PART-3PL, that is, "and really are not all powers?", which is the normative Greek reading.
We have not to wonder that the Syriac P apparently follows the Greek:

"... that as you are partakers of the passions, so you will be partakers of the consolation".

It is interesting that this appearance is somewhat misleading. Normally (8 manuscripts out of 11 for this passage), this text is spelled without the vowel signs. In this case, "Vo" could be read as plural "partakers", in accordance with the Greek. However, in the three manuscripts where this word is vocalised, it must be read, both times, as a plural with the pronominal suffix of 1st pers. plur.: "sVo". "our partakers / partakers to us". The version H avoids such an ambiguity using another form of plural: "Vo". "partakers".

Among the Arabic versions, the unpublished version in the Vatican Arabic 13 follows the Greek 2nd-person text52, but the vocalised recension of P is preserved in ArSyrspb: "ji"

I'jl "if[iji]" "jl "UJVI "as you are our partakers in the pains, you will be our partakers in the consolation also". The same idea is conveyed by the peculiar Ethiopian version x (known from the unique manuscript Comboniani S8 and sharing, according to the editor, many specific Peshitta's readings): "x": "ШH": "hH": "X^": "fi+X") ■ "П":

ЩП"ЧОР":: h6n:: - "And, behold, we know, as you are our partakers in the passions and in the tribulations, you will be then our partakers in grace and in endurance".

In another Arabic translation from Syriac, ArSyrsin, both kinds of first-person speech are attributed to Paul: "Will L"jl "ili "hi "ilij "ji" "vl ili> ^ 53"2 us All

"...as your partaking extends/communicates to us in the passions, and you are our partakers, so also you are in the grace". Here, both the partakers are "ours", and the passions are with "us". The author of this translation, bishop Bishr ibn as-Sirn, prepared a commented philological translation, and, therefore, he obviously tried to encompass the different readings of Syriac manuscripts available to him but already unavailable to us.

In the Ethiopian tradition, and only in a part of the

52 I would like to quote here the unpublished reading of the ms Vat. ar. 13, f. 120v (read for me by Nicholai Selezyov): "Jl Jl "ilj "j" "vli Jj "li "Sljc Jl "Jl "jli "kl Cjs "jl "ljl" "kji "ljl"

53 The edition which does not result into any meaningful sense. The manuscript, however, available online at (e-corpus.org: 1), has the three diacritical points above the first two letters of the word without a specific distribution of them among the letters, thus allowing both qn- and tf- readings. The editor failed to provide an exact translation corresponding to his choice of qn- ["...as we have shared (?! — B. L.) your fellowship with us in sorrows, while you were our partners, that thus you are also with us in grace" (Staal 1983: vol. 453, t. 41, 95)]. D. A. Morozov considers the alternative reading to be correct, that is, L" in the meaning "extends, communicates". Even in this case, however, the text is only grammatically correct and understandable but still far from smoothness. I am very grateful to Dmitry Aleksandrovich Morozov for these ideas and for his consultations.

manuscript tradition, contains a lexically different derivate of the hypothetical "koivrovoi εανυσω: "we became equal":

Oξελ: "Α": hfr: "ΗΠΓ": "and as we became equal in

the passions, so we will be united also in our joy" (the main text of the critical edition by Tedros Abraha = ed. princeps). Another part of the Ethiopic tradition, heavily influenced with later Arabic recensions (= ed. Platt), contains a _you-reading but with two "our" applied to both "passions" and "joy": Oξεη": "Α": "Θ": "Π": "and as you became equal in our passions, so you will be united also in our joy".

Nr 16 (2Cor 2:12). An addition "the great door" is to be read in Georgian AB (not CD): φς 35:0 8ο φιθφο 800" "and the great door is opened to me because of our the Lord". No trace of this reading in Armenian, Coptic, known to me Arabic, and Syriac versions. A peculiar reading of the second Ethiopic recension—going back to some (unknown to me) Arabic recension—shares, however, the general idea of magnificence expressed with this addition of the word "great".

In the Ethiopic Versio Antiqua (EthGr) the second part of the verse 2:12 (Кай Ουρα" p. οι "εφυτε-υνι" συ κιρ(φ)) is missed, and the second and third recensions fill this lacuna (as a number of other lacunae of the ancient translation), whereas operating with the word "way" instead of "door". One manuscript of the second recension (F = EMML 2198, 15th cent. acc. to the description but later according to Tedros Abraha) reads:: "AhCh": "and is revealed/opened to me the way of his kingdom to Christ". Moreover, almost the same reading (only with "Christ" instead of "to Christ", with an omission of the preposition) is present in the first recension's manuscript P = Paris, BnF Eth 46 (AD 1419).
The Syriac P reading "who [sc., God] at all time a spectacle makes of us" ( fulfilment) has a parallel only in the Bohairic: "this who manifests us at all time" ( fulfilment). The available editions of the Ethiopic present a text that disagrees with any other version; Arm, GeoAB and CD, ArGrSin, and ArSyrSin follow the Greek at the place.

Nr 18 (2Cor 5:8). The Syriac verb used renders both Gappsv and nssnolGsv54. Other languages, especially Semitic ones, would confuse, more or less, these meanings, too. The latter meaning is chosen in the Slavonic recension II. It is, of course, difficult to judge whether the Slavonic language of the earliest period was equally apt for discerning between the two Greek words as it became in a later period.

Nr 19 (2Cor 5:14). The Slavonic peculiar reading normative for recension II implies something like si at the beginning of the verse (as it was already pointed out by Voskresenskij). Nothing similar in either Greek or Syriac manuscript traditions (both Syriac P and H having m stops)

= 'n yap aydnn, with the possessive suffix "his"). The Ethiopic x also has $? A : hCh^h : "and the love of Christ."

The exact parallel to the Slavonic is to be found in the earliest Ethiopian version from Greek (EthGr)—not in all manuscripts thereof but in the best ones: X : A : hCh^h : "If [or if really] the love of Christ."

Other Oriental recensions do not contain the same reading but are somewhat relevant. ArGrSin contains m u ' ' "Truly that the love of Christ.". The phrase jl j (literally, "in truth that.") looks too heavy for rendering simply ydp, and, therefore, it corroborates Voskresenskij's guess on the presence of both ydp and si.

Two different early Arabic translations from Syriac have: m n ' j "And, indeed, the love of Christ constrains us." (ArSyArSin) and m nJV "Because/since the love of Christ." (ArSyArSin). The same reading in the most of the Ethiopic manuscripts of the first recension and all manuscripts of the second and the third: "Indeed (trans. Xh^a), the love of Christ."

The unpublished Arabic version of the manuscript Syrian Arabic 13, f. 124r (made from Greek but Syriac-influenced), has a VI m u ' cbl o "Because the love of God brings us together,"—with "the love of God" instead of "love of Christ" ("God" instead of "Christ") in accordance with H and some Syriac patristic texts; moreover, the manuscript has here, on the top margin, a subheading in Greek HATAnHTOY0(EO)Y = ' aydnn той 0sou "the love of God"55). The verse seems to be not preserved in Sahidic Coptic. The Boharic, the two Georgian, the Armenian, all Syriac, and ArSyArSin and ArSyArSin follow the common Greek text.

Nr 20 (2Cor 5:18). A reading without tga is preserved by the ancient Ethiopic version (EthGr): Hh n : nhtaft : "who is recompensed by Christ" (with somewhat different wording but also without "us" in some part of the manuscripts of the second recension), whereas the third recension (EthAr) and x follow the Arabic (and other exact versions of the common Greek text): Hh ni : nhtaft : "who brought us closer to him in Christ". The presence or absence of tga / "us" redefines the object of the verb, which is either "us" or God (as in the ancient Ethiopic and Slavonic II). The verse seems to be not preserved in Sahidic Coptic. The Boharic, the two Georgian, the Armenian, all Syriac, and ArSyArSin and ArSyArSin follow the common Greek text.

Nr 21 (2Cor 6:7). "In the word of righteousness" instead of "in the word of truth"; cf. further in the same verse: 5ia xrov onXrov x" 5iKaloown. The peculiar Syriac reading represented with a part of the manuscripts of recension II leads to repetition, in the two cases, of the adjective "righteous". This is a possible disambiguation of the Syriac ḫ`aa used in P (cf., however, above, Rom 6:19, 22, where the same Syriac word has been presumably understood as "truth"), whereas H uses another synonym that allows avoiding this ambiguity ("nbd In P, however, the adjectives accompanying "word" and "armament" are different: r a d ... ḫ`o End Normally, the Oriental versions follow the Greek, but there are two important exclusions56.

Bishr ibn as-Sirr's Arabic translation (ArSyArSin) runs as following: jM ... "in the word of justice/rightfulness, in the armament of righteousness", whereas other Arabic

55 The same reading is the normative one for the four Slavonic recensions (the manuscripts containing "of Christ" occur rarely). In Greek, it is omitted in the Nestle—Aland edition, but s. the apparatus of H. F. von Soden (von Soden 1913: 735).
translators render the Greek in an exact way, thus differing in the first phrase of our quotation: сИ "in the word of truth" (both ArSyrsPrb and ArGrSin as well as Vat. Ar. 13, f. 124v). The learned bishop was certainly perplexed with such a deviation of the Syriac text he has translated. Therefore, he adds the reading as a variant and provides the following scholion: "That is, by the right (a JILAJ statement which has no corruption in it, in truth (¿¹L] he draws near
to everyone. Justice is truth -к"tti)" (Staal's tr. with a correction). This gloss testifies that, for as-Siri, "justice/rightfulness" and "truth" were clearly distinct words.

As-Siri's understanding of гс'кьсш coincides with our Slavonic reading exactly. Another interesting parallel is not equally exact but still valuable57. In the Georgic AB, we have: боьягосо "зз666обоа&оббососо... бо666соо"ob6осо6 "with the word of truth... with the armament of righteousness", but the latter word has a variant (in one manuscript) "зз666обоа&ob6осо6 "of truth". I do not know any parallel to such variation in the second phrase of our quotation, but it is possible that it is a trace of some uncertainties with the first phrase, that would have eventually affected the whole sentence.

Nr 22 (2Cor 10:10). A number of manuscript, especially South Slavic ones, have exactly the same reading as the Armenian version: яко кистолик речете соуъ тежъ "because you (pl.) say: the epistles are weighty...". The other manuscripts of the recensions I and III contain only "because the epistles are weighty...", without any form of "to say" (contrary to rec. IV, Greek, Syriac etc.). Voskresensky suggested a confusion in reading of Greek, sioiv instead of (proív. Nevertheless, he has noticed himself that the reading of the An, the Gifferding Apostolos Nr 13 (14th cent., as well as the ms A13, from the same collection), is presented in the Armenian. In fact, o

the Armenian version contains both речете ("you [pl.] say") and соуъ ("are"): илнти, рпщор сиуимтпп хиі... Nr 23 (Gal 1:22). "Did not know me altogether" instead of "did not know me by face/personally". Here, both Syriac translations render the same Greek text, but H uses the Greek loanword (rhс‘с"ов"), whereas P uses a regular Semitic word with the same meaning. However, the latter could have easily been misspelled as the composite conjunction formed by .⇒ "with, in" (in various meanings) and "even if, albeit, although", that is, Such a construction has probably never used in Syriac but is understandable and corresponds to the peculiar reading of the Slavonic.

Nr 24 (Eph 4:13). Instead of "unto the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ", the peculiar Slavonic reading has "unto the measure of the body of the fullness of Christ". Both P and H correspond to the known Greek text, and a number of early Syriac authors do the same, but two manuscripts of H (H1 and H4) contain the following gloss to the word "of the fullness" (rс‘с"ов": гр яд"д "of the body". This gloss proves that the Slavonic translation corresponds to a text tradition known in Syriac but quite marginal, in the two senses of the word. This reading is specific to one of the Syriac versions.

Nr 25 (Eph 4:29). Instead of the normative ооотр6<; (here "unwholesome, corrupt"), the Slavonic recension I has "hateful!". This corresponds to the whole Syriac tradition ("any hateful word"): P рдАЙД rдро H к'бл. к'въгъо Aoа", and the similar or the same in many Syriac authors. The same in the Ethiopic (Е/Ф : УСИ): Ь"и" во evii word at all!], the Armenian (мъых:"ill-
favoured, ugly"), ArSyrsSin "ugly"), and even the Latin Vulgate (malus); in Coptic, эеооо encompasses the whole spectrum of meanings between ооотр6<; and како<; "what is putrid/evil/wicked" (Crum 1939: 731). Like ICor 11:30 (Nr 12 above), this is another example of a

57 Once more, I am grateful to Alexey Ostrovsky for attiring my attention on it.

Slavonic variant reading where the coincidence with the Syriac (and other Oriental versions) could be accidental with a high probability.

Nr 26 (Eph 5:1). Instead of "be imitators (i"nxai of God", the peculiar Slavonic reading is "be similar to God", in perfect correspondence with the Syriac tradition: P рдАЙД рдро H г"д"д", example of a Slavonic variant reading where the coincidence with the Syriac (and other Oriental versions) could be accidental with a high probability (much higher than in the most of cases). An exact correspondence in the earliest Ethiopic version (EthGr only: Ф'УЛ: h"г: X"в"X"г"C : "be similar to God", whereas a later recension has h"г: : AX"У"X"г") : "be fitting / ready / worthy to God".

Nr 27 (Eph 5:18). Only the Ethiopic adds "Saint" to the word "Spirit": ^ьмл : (at least, in the earliest recension, not in all manuscripts), thus witnessing, with a considerable probability, to the existence of the same reading in Greek.

Nr 28 (Eph 6:7). Instead of serving "with good will/mental attitude", the peculiar Slavonic reading urges to serve "with love". The same in P and ArSyrsPrb (м"эг"), whereas H follows the Greek literally ("<""<""<"<"р."). The Ethiopic versions provide three variants, including: "with love" in the 1548 edictioniprinses, but "from the whole your souls" (ПН-fr : зихъ:) in the main text according to the critical edition and a calque of the Greek цех' сувоia" "with a good mind":::) in several other manuscripts.

Nr 29 (Eph 6:22). P against H in agreement with ArSyrsPrb ("ев" I "what happened with me"). Also in the Ethiopic (тиф : "my news/story"), with no variants, and in a part of the Bohairic manuscripts: еън егетоп ммо1 "those which are to
3. A Quantitative Interpretation

3.1. Introduction

One can easily say that the above results are corroborating our previous conclusion on the earliest layer of Slavic Christian writing: that it was created as a result of a late seventh-century Syriac Melkite but Monothelete mission having in background the Syrian anti-Chalcedonian Church of the adherents of the patriarch of Antioch Paul Beth-Ukkame, who were firmly established in Egypt (Lourie (forthcoming a)). This is not the purpose of the present paper, however. In the present paper, we have to decide what meaning would have the number 29 itself: is this number great or small? Or, in other words, whether its contribution to the hypothesis of the "Paulist" background of the Slavonic writing is significant or not.

In a more formal language of the inductive logic, our question is the following. Regardless of the a priori likelihood of the "Syriac" hypothesis on the origin of the Slavonic writing, what is its a posteriori likelihood resulting from our investigation of the Apostolos? The notion of a posteriori likelihood of a hypothesis allows taking into account the change of its likelihood resulting from observations or experiences.

The inductive logic works with the mathematical formalism of the theory of probabilities and, in particular, with the theorem of Bayes. The theorem of Bayes establishes the link between the probabilities of the two events: that of the event A under condition that the event B occurred and that of the event B under condition that the event A occurred. When we have made our 29 observations, some 29 events occurred. The likelihood of any hypothesis regarding the origin of the Slavonic translation of the Pauline epistles under condition that these events occurred is different from its a priori likelihood, that is, its likelihood before any observations.

From a practical point of view, there are insurmountable impediments preventing us from the calculation of the likelihoods of hypotheses as such. We can compare, however, the likelihoods of any two alternative hypotheses via their ratio.

In our case, the two hypotheses to be compared are, if we call them in the language of statistics, those of accidental (hypothesis A) and of non-accidental (hypothesis NA) provenience of the coincidences between the Slavonic and Oriental readings.

The term "accidental" means, in the present context, that the coincidences between the 29 Slavonic readings in Table 1 and readings of Oriental versions have mostly two sources of origin: (1) a genuine coincidence in the mode of thinking between mutually independent editors, translators, and scribes resulting into identical or similar changes in the text, and (2) occurrence, in the Byzantine Greek manuscripts used by the late ninth- or tenth-century translators into Slavonic, of some readings that were not attested to in Byzantium, that is, very, if not extremely rare, and, moreover—what would have been even more strange—preference to these readings from the side of the Byzantine-oriented translators. These two constituents are to be summarised for giving the total likelihood of the "accidental" hypothesis. This is nothing but the present consensus hypothesis that the Slavonic translation of the Pauline epistles is performed and edited (several times) by the circle of Cyril and Methodius and their direct and/or indirect disciples.

The "non-accidental" hypothesis could be understood in one of the two alternative ways equally legitimate from a logical point of view but sharply different from a point of view of historical interpretation. One of them is our hypothesis that the sources of the "Oriental" readings in the Slavonic are Greek manuscripts accessible outside the Byzantine Empire together with Syriac translations. Another one is the hypothesis that the presently commonly accepted view on the history of the Greek text of the New Testament in Byzantium has very serious flaws, whereas, in fact, the main source of origin of these peculiar readings is one of the major traditions of the late ninth-century Byzantine Greek text.

The latter hypothesis means that our Greek manuscripts dated to the period up to the eleventh century (whose readings are studied and mostly, if not completely, published) do not constitute a representative sampling. One example is Rom 14:11, where the Greek reading θή φίλοι μου (instead of θήφα φίλοι) is attested to in the 16th-cent. cod. Daventriensis only (Nr 47 in the edition of Scholz58 but completely ruled out from the later critical editions). This is why it became known to Voskresenskij59 and, therefore, it does not figure in our list of "peculiar" readings. However, its very large accessibility in Greek in the middle of the first millennium could be realised from the fact that it first appeared in Syriac not in Peshitta (where accepted is an ancient reading "and to me", До; the same in the ancient Ethiopic) but in H; symptomatically, with the marginal readings in mss H4 and H4 "to the God"), that is, in a direct translation from Greek ca 616.

The same situation in the Arabic eighth-century translation from Greek ArGrSin: υτον "to the Lord".

It would be reasonable to rule out such a historical hypothesis due to its extremely low a priori likelihood60, even though its a posteriori likelihood resulting from our observations will be the same as that of our "Oriental" hypothesis. In any case, for the present study, we will be interested

58 See (Scholz 1836: 196), who indicates the existence of the parallels in the Syriac and the Slavonic.

59 See (Воскресенский1879: 228). Attested to in two mss of recension I according to Voskresenskij.

60 Such an evaluation of this likelihood is not self-evident, however, given the number of preserved but still unpublished variant readings of the Greek manuscripts, which could be approximately realised due to the preliminary works for the Editio Critica Maior. S., however, below (Table 3) two (from the total number of 48) Slavonic
"peculiar" readings checked against the totality of the preserved Greek readings, but still not found among them. Another argument against the Byzantine origin of, at least, a part of the "peculiar" reading in Slavonic is the presence, among them, of several reading hardly possible without looking at the Syriac, only in discerning between the likelihoods of the "accidental" and "non-accidental" hypotheses, without going any deeper into the historical interpretation of the results.

3.2. Basic Ideas for the Computation

Given: $m = 29$ observations (readings) somewhat favourable to the "non-accidental" (NA) hypothesis.

Show: In what extent these observations are favourable to the NA hypothesis against the competing "accidental" (A) hypothesis.

In order to reach the maximum of objectivity, we can reformulate our task: What level of accidentality is needed to make the two competing hypotheses, NA and A, equally likely? This "level of accidentality" (= probability of accidental appearance, in the Slavonic, of the seemingly Oriental readings) is a calculable magnitude. If we obtain it, every reader will become able to make his or her choice between the two hypotheses, depending on what level of accidentality is, to his or her taste, the maximum allowable.

The results will be presented as a function of the ratio of the two a posteriori likelihoods from the variable representing the probability of accidental coincidence between the Slavonic and Oriental versions against the available Greek text.

Thus, we have to describe the behaviour of the probability of accidental appearance of the "Oriental" readings depending on the number of these readings ($m = 29$).

Three main parameters are necessarily to perform such calculation. One of them is our $m$: the number of observations that needed to be interpreted. The second parameter is $n$: the total number of the comparable observations (readings, in our case) in respect to whom the two hypotheses at stake are somewhat selective (= the respective probabilities of such events must be different for the two hypotheses). Such observations are not only those counted in the number of $m$, but also some others, where the variant readings are of seemingly the same type (s. next section for the details) but having no Oriental parallels.

Finally, we need to establish the parameter $r$: the probability of the "Oriental" readings according to the hypothesis NA. The value of $r$ could not be very close to 1.0, because some contribution from the part of accidental readings is inevitable. Nevertheless, it must be substantially higher than 0.5. This means that, according to the hypothesis NA, the "Oriental" readings must be the major, even though not the only source of specific contaminations of the textual flow, which we will call "perturbations" (s. next section). We will perform two series of calculations, for $r = 0.8$ and $r = 0.9$.

Otherwise, if we accept $r$ near 0.5 or even lower, we would introduce implicitly an additional supposition of a very high noise level in our text. Indeed, such a situation is possible, but it must be treated in a much more sophisticated way and not in our method of rough evaluation.

In our present method, however, where we will take $r$ substantially higher than 0.5, such a situation (when the real value of $r$ should be about 0.5 or lower) will look as an unambiguous victory of A over NA. This is a limitation of our method, the price of its simplicity.

One can see that $r$ is nothing but the signal-to-noise ratio.

Our limitation for the value of $r$ results from the very nature of the competing hypothesis (A), which implies that even our $m$ observations belong to the noise.

Knowing $n$, $m$, and $r$, we will be able to find the value of $q$—the probability of the seemingly Oriental readings according to the A hypothesis—corresponding to the condition of the equality of the likelihoods of the two competing hypotheses. The lower this value of $q$ is, the higher is the likelihood of the A hypothesis in comparison to the likelihood of the NA hypothesis.

In general, there are no specific limitations resulting from the signal-to-noise ratio. There is only a need of sufficient difference between the parameters $r$ and $q$.

3.3. The Notion of Perturbation of the Textual Flow

The $m$ "Oriental" readings reviewed above are a particular case of the phenomenon that I would like to name "perturbation of the textual flow" (by analogy with the notion of perturbation in physics). Perturbation is, by definition, some change in a process caused by an impact from outside. The notion is, therefore, depending on the way we discern between "outside" and "inside" of the textual flow.

If the process we consider is the textual flow through different cultures and languages, we have to deal with the heavily contaminated textual traditions having a low density of the flow (that is, where the witnesses of the text are relatively far from each other)61. Nevertheless, it is often possible to have an idea of the sources of contamination involved. Some contaminations, however, with a high or a low probability, could not be derived from the sources already known to us. I call these contaminations "perturbations of the textual flow". They witness to—with a high or a low probability—that there are some sources of contamination that we have overlooked.

Formal definition: "perturbation" is an unexpected—from a preconceived point of view—contamination of the textual flow.
would be impossible even theoretically. And, indeed, in our material, recension III (a new translation from Greek) is back to about 23,000 Greek words (the total word number of the epistles from Rom to Eph), the part of the 48 Western rite, because, in both cases dealt with, their distribution in the Syriac is no less large; cf. (Kiraz 1996: 508, 511).

The early Slavonic readings correspond to those Greek readings that, even though being attested to in Byzantium, were rare and, therefore, hardly presenting in the manuscripts used by the translators into Slavonic. However, the following conclusion by the author is not as natural as it appears in her demonstration. The fact of a large relative likelihood of the hypothesis NA. As an attempt of a more selective approach than the mine, one could mention Olga B. Strakhov's paper (Strakhov 2015). She demonstrates (for Lk 24:43 and 24:36) that some mainstream readings of the same Greek word—which are not to be confused with the various readings of the Greek manuscripts underlying the Slavonic version.

Indeed, there could be difficult cases of the readings attested to in very late Greek manuscripts only and, therefore, lacking from the scholarly editions but widely attested to in the Orient. This is the problem of the representativity of the presently available selecting of the variant readings of the Greek manuscripts, which has been tangentially discussed earlier (section 3.1).

The readings we are interesting in are "peculiar": the differences they represent are meaningful but unexplainable with a reference to any known Greek manuscripts. They are unexplainable in an obvious way on the Slavic ground. All of them are irrelevant to us. These are differences in spelling, in morphology (when they do not substantially change the meaning), the errors typical for the Slavonic manuscripts, and, of course, various renderings of the same Greek word—which are not to be confused with the various readings of the Greek manuscripts underlying the Slavonic version.

Indeed, there could be difficult cases of the readings attested to in very late Greek manuscripts only and, therefore, lacking from the scholarly editions but widely attested to in the Orient. This is the problem of the representativity of the presently available selecting of the variant readings of the Greek manuscripts, which has been tangentially discussed earlier (section 3.1).

The readings we are interesting in are "peculiar": the differences they represent are meaningful but unexplainable with a reference to any known Greek manuscripts. They are unexplainable in an obvious way on the Slavic ground.

The total number of such readings could not be especially great. For instance, in our selecting which ultimately goes back to about 23,000 Greek words (the total word number of the epistles from Rom to Eph), the part of the 48 perturbations is about 1.7 • 10⁻⁴. In a good and well-preserved translation from a known original, the perturbations would be impossible even theoretically. And, indeed, in our material, recension III (a new translation from Greek) is...
not too far from this ideal. These "irregular"—or, at least, apparently irregular—readings are those to whom the a posteriori likelihoods are certainly selectively sensible.

The above are the main principles to be applied for selecting the perturbations. They are not completely rigorous but sufficient to provide statistical representativity (we do not need to exhaust all the readings classifiable among the lists of n and m, even though the more complete our lists are, the more reliable our comparison of the likelihoods is).

There are some other types of variant readings that are non-informative and should be ruled out.

Additional rules:

- Short conjunctions (especially и "and") and particles, whose additions and omissions are too frequent in the Slavonic manuscripts. The probability of an accidental change is, in their case, always too high, even if the hypothesis NA and not A is true.
- For the same reasons, we have to exclude those Slavonic readings, whose difference could be explained through a variation, in Greek, of the pronouns "you (pl)/we" ἐς/ες, ὧν/ョン, ἡμι/ήμι, ἡμνι/ήμνι irrespective of whether the corresponding Greek readings are actually attested to in the preserved manuscripts. Such variations, in Greek manuscript traditions, are typical due to the iotacism and are not specifically related to either Byzantine or non-Byzantine milieu.
- A more delicate problem is the permutations (changes in the word order). Not all Oriental versions preserve the word order of their original. For instance, the Syriac Peshitta translation does not follow the Greek in this matter, whereas another translation into Syriac, H follows63. If we consider a hypothesis where some Oriental influence on the translation from Greek is implied, it is hardly possible to make informative such variant readings as permutations, and it is much safer to factor them out.
- Finally, I have ruled out the unique readings (the variant readings known from unique Slavonic manuscripts), because the rules of statistics are not directly applicable to them. This is not to say that the unique readings have no value for the studies of translations. Indeed, they could be very valuable (s. below, section 3.7)—but normally not for the calculations based on the theory of probabilities.

63 Cf. (Brock 1977). Other analogous chapters of this monograph, which are dedicated to other languages’ limitations in the same respect and written by eminent scholars as well, still preserve their importance. Cf. also an interesting study indirectly related to the Slavonic New Testament: (nenKOBCKaa 2005).

3.5. The Method of Calculation

In the following, I will limit myself to the most necessarily formulae only64. The likelihood of a hypothesis is defined as a specific kind of probability. It features the degree of rigour of the logical inference when the latter is depending on accidental events. If a hypothesis hi is much more likely than a hypothesis h2, this means that

\[(1) \quad P[e | h_i - b - c] > P[e | h_2 - b - c]\]

where e is the result of an observation under the condition c and with background knowledge b, which could be potentially depending on the competing hypotheses h1 and h2. This direct inference likelihood is a completely objective value.

It is preferable that both b (background knowledge) and c (conditions of observation) were independent of a given hypothesis (otherwise, the computations become much more difficult).

For making the comparison possible, the hypotheses are to be compared under the same b and c. This is not completely trivial.

The background knowledge, in our case, includes the textological data and nothing more. This is the same for both A ("Byzantine") and NA ("Oriental" or "Syriac") hypotheses. In other words, we have, for the time being, to forget the names of Cyril and Methodius and the hagiographical legends about the origin of the Slavic writing.

The conditions of observations, in our case, could be different were we considering the statistical clusters of manuscripts (called in textology "recensions") as separate sets. However, our observations are, in fact, independent from the recensions: we are always considering the whole totality of manuscripts without specifying any subsets (recensions) within.

The formula (2) is a simplified definition of the likelihood of a given hypothesis hr:

\[(2) \quad P[e | h_r - b - c] = \frac{-r^m (1-r)^{n-m} m! x (n - m)!}{x r m (1-r)n-m}

More precisely, this is only posterior probability of this hypothesis, without taking into account its prior probability. The prior probability is not an objective magnitude. It is the likelihood of a hypothesis before any observations are performed. It heavily depends on such things as scholarly opinions. We are not interesting in comparing such likelihoods, and, therefore, we reduce our discussion of the likelihoods of hypotheses to the posterior (aposteriori) likelihoods only.

The comparison of two a posteriori likelihoods of hypotheses is the following ratio (3):

\[(3) \quad P[e | K b - cn = qm (1 - q) n-m] \]
where \( r \) is the probability of "Oriental" readings according to the hypothesis NA, whereas \( q \) is the same probability according to the hypothesis A.

We need to trace the behaviour of \( q \) near the points where the value of the ratio (3) becomes close to 1. This means that we have to solve for the variable \( q \) the following polynomial equation (4):

\[
q^r (1 - q)^m = 1
\]

The denominator in (4) depends on the value of \( r \), which is to be chosen by ourselves. Thus, the denominator is a constant for given values of \( n \) and \( m \). Let us design it as \( a \). Then, the equation (4) can be rewritten in a more traditional equation style (designing the variable \( q \) as \( x \)) as following (5):

\[
x^m (1 - x)^n = a
\]

The values of \( a \) will be calculated for \( r = 0.8 \) and \( r = 0.9 \).

Then, the real roots of the polynomial equation (5) belonging to the interval \( [0, 1] \) (the real numbers between 0 and 1 excluding 0 and 1) will be found. These roots will be the probability values corresponding to the equal likelihoods of the hypotheses A and NA. One of these roots, as it is easy to see, corresponds to \( x = r \) and is useless to us; it will be rejected for the obvious grounds.

The range of values of \( q \) corresponding to the ratio (4) substantially greater than 1, where "substantially" means that it exceeds 1 by several orders, corresponds to the situation when A is more likely than NA, and, vice versa, the ratio (4) substantially lower than 1 means that NA is more likely than A.

After having solved the equation (5) for the variable \( x \), we thus obtain a tool allowing to us to judge, what situation is more realistic. Indeed, if the preponderance of the hypothesis A implies that the values of \( q \) must be unrealistically great, this would be a strong argument against this hypothesis and in favour of the competing hypothesis.

3.6. The (Apparently) Non-"Oriental" Perturbations

To proceed further, we need to find \( n \). In fact, this means that we need to find the readings whose amount will be equal to \( n - m \).

These readings are presented in Table 3. They were chosen according to the rules described above (section 3.3).

In two cases, 1Cor 10:9 and Gal 4:7, we were able to check all the readings preserved in the Greek manuscripts, because these places were among the test passages investigated by the team of the Editio Critica Maior (the numbers of the corresponding manuscripts are indicated in the brackets after the Greek variant readings). It is somewhat significant that the peculiar Slavonic readings were not found among more than 600 Greek manuscripts where the corresponding places are preserved and legible.

Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Воскресенский 1879 65 page Rec. (mss66) Peculiar reading Normal reading(s) Greek</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Rom 1:23</td>
<td>207-208 I в подъобывать тььна сьла человекова образа ийовог</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Rom 3:2</td>
<td>WSH 175 [10 mss] по всие/всякее ипостаси встацьмь образовьмь / по всей винь кату натаТа Тропов</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Rom 3:2</td>
<td>WSH 175176 [5 mss] дарованшак са им вьрвованшак са им диюТеюПлоав</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Rom 3:26</td>
<td>228 I [3 mss] от вьры стыа [from the holy faith] ис Хвы Глоос / Гов оо Хрштои / Гонув</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Rom 8:28</td>
<td>212 I, IV (= Б7 in II) по прозрънню &quot;according to the foresight&quot; по предложению кату прббеов [пробега confused with пробегера]67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1Cor 3:22</td>
<td>261 I [save 11 mss] аще же всь мир аще же мир [no addition] егте кооцод</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1Cor 10:9</td>
<td>281 II [save 6 mss] 1ca [add] Христа Христа / г(оспо)да / Б(ог)а [no addition] Хриов (525) / Хршта (38) / К&quot;тов (43) / ббув (16) / om (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1Cor 14:38</td>
<td>271 I [save 13 mss] аще ли кто не разоумьветь. яко б(ож)ия соуть заповъди [add]. Да не разоумьвавете. [no addition] ei 5e тгд ayvoei, а^оеиш [insertion repeats 14:37 on кирши ¿ouv ¿vra^]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2Cor 2:4</td>
<td>296 I [5 mss] от печаль бо многи сердцоу ја не разоумьветь. [no addition] егте кооцод</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 12 | 2Cor 6:2 | 299 I [5 mss] се ньь врмА бЛгоплАтино, се ньь дь дь спасшА [no omission] йбou вuv
Table 3 (Continuation).

Nr Place Воскресенский 1879 page Rec. (mss) Peculiar reading Normal reading(s) Greek

16 Gal 4:7 (cf. 3:29) 318 I [4 mss incl. A1], II [save 6 mss] причастник б(о)жии д(оу)хом [*0eou 5ia nveu^axo^ ?] Cf. 3:29: post наслЪдници (K^npovo^oi) A1 add б(о)жии д(оу)хом68 наследник б(о)жии исъ хвъ K^npovo^o^ 0eou 5ia Inoou Xpioxou etc. (100 mss), other readings 527 mss.

17 Gal 4:17 316 I [4 mss], II [save 1 ms], III, IV [save 3 mss] цркви вам хотАть "(they wish) to you churches" (sic!) Прельстити хотАть "(they wish) to deceive" ¿KK^oíai pro ¿KK^stoai


19 Eph 5:18 334 I [3 mss + Izbornik 1076], II [save 1 ms] есть несп(а)сение [read as an inexistent word *aoraxnpia] есть блоуд eoxiv aoraxia

68 The two readings are present together in A1 = Apostle of Okhrid, 12th cent.

Notes to Table 3:

Rom 11:24. In the word "good" is repeated with the second mention of the "olive tree": "For if thou... wert graffed contrary to nature into a good olive tree: how much more shall these, which be the natural branches, be graffed into their own [good add] olive tree?"

2Cor 7.3. As Voskresenskij noticed, the reading without the copula at all is known in Greek but rd'

not with the 3 pers. sg. form sgti.

2Cor 12:1. "The vision of the angel" instead of "the visions and the revelations of the Lord". This reading is attested to in two manuscripts of the 13th/14th cent. (incl. A6, so-called Karpinsky Apostolos). I have no idea of its origin whatsoever.

Gal 4:17. This erroneous reading recognised already by Voskresenskij (¿KK^oíai pro ¿KK^stoai) is known to me only in Slavonic. However, it is theoretically possible that it first appeared as a scribal error in Greek or in an Oriental translation.

3.7. One Case of Unique Readings

Some unique readings (never included in Tables 1 and 3) could be not only non-accidental but also interesting in some respects. E.g., 2 Cor 3:14 according to the Chudov New Testament (= rec. III) ослепоша (instead of окаменЪша) помышления их. It is obvious, as Voskresenskij has already noticed (Воскресенский 1879: 291), that this variant goes back to a different Greek variant reading: елюрюбп misspelled as елпрюбп. This Greek reading is, however, absent from the editions of the Greek New Testament available even to us, not to say of Voznesenskij, although it is still very probable, of course, that it will reappear in the Editio Critica Maior.

However, the reading елпрюбп is normative for both Syriac versions, as well as the Armenian and ArGrSin. Its presence in H demonstrates that it was quite widespread in the Byzantine Empire ca. 616 (when Egypt, where Thomas of Harqqa was working, was still within its borders). Nevertheless, it was certainly absent from the majority Byzantine text of the thirteenth century, the date of the translation preserved in the Chudov New Testament.69

This reading is the unique "perturbation" (in our sense of the word) that I was able to find in the Chudov (III) recension of the Pauline epistles from Rom to Eph. It could be interesting for evaluating the Greek New Testament manuscripts availability in the Second Bulgarian kingdom, the Sitz im Leben of this recension.

3.8. The Quantitative Analysis: Preliminaries

The number of "non-Oriental" perturbations turned out to be somewhat disappointing: it is considerably lower than that of the "Oriental" readings (19 vs 29) and apparently leaves no room for calculations. Indeed, intuitively we can already say that it is not likely that 29 from 48 perturbations (ca 60%) coincide with some "Oriental" readings accidentally. Nevertheless, there is a need of
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3.8. The Quantitative Analysis: Preliminaries

The number of "non-Oriental" perturbations turned out to be somewhat disappointing: it is considerably lower than that of the "Oriental" readings (19 vs 29) and apparently leaves no room for calculations. Indeed, intuitively we can already say that it is not likely that 29 from 48 perturbations (ca 60%) coincide with some "Oriental" readings accidentally. Nevertheless, there is a need of
On the Chudov recension, s. the studies of Tatiana Pentkovskaya, culminating in her monograph neHTKOBCKaa
2009. Pentkovskaya considers the translation to be a work of a Russian translator but working outside Russia, in
some of "contact zones" influenced by South Slavs and even probably knowing himself some South Slavic
language(s). This is logically fragile construction. Hristova-Shomova considers the transalslation to be simply
Bulgarian (XpncTOBa-f/lOM0Ba 2004: 785—798). On can add that the third hypothesis—of a South Slavic translator
working in a contact zone with the Russians—would be plausible equally to the Pentkovskaya's hypothesis.
performing a quantitative analysis even for such "intuitively clear" situations—for calibrating the method.
Moreover, we will discuss as well, using the same quantitative method, a much less trivial problem of whether the
translator into Slavonic had have a look at some texts in Syriac.

We have to solve the equation (5) and to trace the behaviour of the function Ra/na(x) (6)—the ratio of the posterior
likelihoods of the competing hypotheses—in the neighbourhoods of the real

\[ x \in \{0, 1\} \]

(6) \[ Ra/na(x) = \frac{a}{x^m (1 - x)^n_m} \]

Given that the powers of the polynomials we deal with are very high, the ratio of the likelihoods, which is governed
with the power law, will be very sensitive to a very small variations of the value of q (or x in our equation (5)), that is,
the supposed probability of the accidental coincidences.

3.9. The Quantitative Analysis: Calculations

Let us perform our calculations under conditions (7.1) and (7.2):

(7.1) \[ r_1 = 0.9; \ a_1 = 2.0M020 \]
(7.2) \[ r_2 = 0.8; \ a_1 = 1.2-10^{16} \]

The real roots of the equation (5) within the interval \(0, 1\) (and after having rejected the root \(x = r\)) are the following:

\[ r_1 = 0.9; x = 0.238 \]
\[ r_2 = 0.8; x = 0.382 \]

These roots are the only real roots within the possible range of probability values, with exception of the roots
responding to \(x = r\). One can see that, in both cases, the likelihood of the A hypothesis is much lesser than that of
the NA hypothesis. That of A would prevail only under condition that, at least, more than every fifth or even every
third accidental contamination coincides with some reading of an Oriental version. This is unrealistic.

To figure out the shape of the power law connecting the ratio Ra/na and the presumed probability of the accidental
perturbations, it would be useful to consider some plots.

The plots on Figs. 1 and 2 provides general outlines of the corresponding functions. The two figures differ mostly
with the scale of R: the scale of the ratio of the two likelihoods is in millions of times in the first case (where the NA
hypothesis is put forward in a strong form: \( r = 0.9 \)) and only in dozens of times in the second case (where this
hypothesis is put forward in a weaker form: \( r = 0.8 \)). One can see that our method would not work at all for week
hypotheses (e.g., \( r = 0.6 \)), because the resulting ratios RA/NA would become too low.

These calculations are technically somewhat difficult because of high powers of the equations and functions.
The software used is Wolfram Mathematica 10.3.

The two plots are bell-shaped, with two symmetric branches tending asymptotically to zero. The right halves of the
plots pass through the value R = 1 at q = r. In fact, only the left halves are informative, and only in the part
corresponding to the neighbourhood of the first real root of equation (5), which is symmetric to the point of the plot
corresponding to the second real root at q = r. This is why, for the practical purposes, we need large-scale plots
such as those at Figs. 3 and 4. These plots show how the power-law function works, and why the method of
comparison of the two competing likelihoods is reliable.

The plot of a power-law function contains two almost perpendicular parts connected with each other through the
inflection point at a very short period of x-axis. Our task does not consist in an exact calculation of the ratio RA/NA,
which would require an exact knowledge of both r and q. Our task is limited to an evaluation of this ratio: whether it
has such value that allows insisting that one hypothesis is much more likely that the competing one.

If we can be sure that we are far enough from the inflection point, and our situation corresponds to a plot section
belonging to one of the two semi-perpendicular parts, we can be sure that one hypothesis is much more likely than
the another one. Otherwise—if we turn out somewhere near the inflection point,—then, the method losses its
reliability.

3.10. Looking at the Syriac?

It would be tempting to perform some calculation to evaluate the likelihood of direct checking of the Slavonic
against the Syriac, whether the four rows of Table 1 marked with grey fill colour are accidental or not. Such a
calculation is, however, hardly possible—at least, without using some sophisticated filters of information noise. The
reasons are those explained above (section 3.2). Even under the supposition that some corrections against the Syriac took place, we have no right to claim that the probability of miscorrections resulted from this work is more than 0.5 among the other perturbations of the textual flow. And, indeed, we would have, in our case, 23 perturbations but only 4 among them are supposedly originated from miscorrections against the Syriac. In our case, the signal-to-noise ratio is unacceptably low.

However, we have already obtained serious reasons for a high a priori likelihood of the "Syriac" hypothesis. They are the following.

1. Non-Byzantine ("Oriental") features of the Greek manuscripts used.

2. A similar and roughly contemporaneous method of translation of the New Testament from Greek into Arabic in a similar milieu (the Melkites, whereas rather dyothelete than monothelete): translation from the Greek but adopting some readings of the Syriac.

3. Attestation of the most of the "Oriental" Slavonic readings in either Syriac or direct translations from Syriac (21 from 29).

4. Attestation (direct or indirect) of, at least, five of the "Oriental" Slavonic readings (marked with grey fill colour in Table 4, column "Nr") in Syriac exclusively.

Thus, our four cases of possible mistranslations from Syriac are positioned in such context, where their non-accidental appearance is very likely, even though we are unable to perform the adequate calculations of the a posteriori likelihoods.

The four rows of Table 1 marked with grey fill colour together with 19 items of Table 3. The remaining 24 rows of Table 1 could no longer be considered as perturbations, because they could be explained as variant reading of non-Byzantine Greek manuscripts.

I exclude from this list Nr 18 (2 Cor 5:8) given that the corresponding double attente is by no means specific to Syriac.

4. Conclusions

4.1. History of the Textual Flow

Our conclusions will be limited to the topics discussed above at length, thus avoiding going deeper into historical interpretation.

1. Some "Oriental" impact on a very early recension of the Slavonic translation of the five Pauline epistles is demonstrated.

2. The quantitative evaluation of this conclusion was, in fact, an evaluation of its logical strength. It was not a necessary mean to derive it from the collected evidences.

3. The most natural interpretation of the previous conclusion (1) is that the Greek originals used for the Slavonic translation were those widespread outside the borders of the ninth-century Byzantine Empire (cf. above, section 3.1).

4. There are some traces of additional editing of the translations from Greek against some Syriac version(s), in the same manner as in roughly contemporaneous Melkite translations of the New Testament from Greek into Arabic.

5. The "Oriental" tradition involved was one of the Syrian ones.

6. Both I ("Ancient") and II ("Preslav") recensions share the above features that, therefore, are to go back to their common archetype, that is, an even more "ancient" recension.

7. Only the earliest Ethiopic version (EthGr) shows an affinity with the Slavonic material comparable to that of the Syriac material (s. Table 4). This fact must be interpreted as an affinity of the early Slavonic version with Greek recensions that were circulating before the seventh-century Arab invasion.

4.2. The Quantitative Method

From time to time, I have permitted to myself occasional references to my earlier papers dedicated to the Syrian Melkite monothelete mission to the Slavs in the late seventh century to which I have attributed the beginning of the Slavic Christian writing, but such historical problems remained, in general, beyond the scope of the present paper.

The quantitative method proposed in this paper is dedicated to comparison of two competing hypotheses concerning the textual flow of a highly contaminated tradition.

The method has the following preconditions and limitations:

1. The total number of possible hypotheses must be previously reduced to two: that a specific source of contamination existed or not.

2. In the present (simplest) modification of the method, the hypothesis about the presence of a discussed source of contamination must additionally imply a high value of the signal-to-noise ratio (> 0.5), that is, that this hypothetical
source, if it actually existed, was the major source of contaminations of a specific kind (defined above as  
"perturbations").
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Tabl. 4  
Nr | Place | Syr P | Syr H | ArSyrSin | ArSyrSpb | ArGrSin | Arm | GeoAB | GeoCD | Sah | Boh | EthGr | EthAr | Others  
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---  
1 | Rom 6:9 | *+ | *+ | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | —  
2 | Rom 6:19 | *+ | *+ | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | —  
3 | Rom 6:22 | *+ | *+ | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | —  
4 | Rom 11:16 | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | + + + +  
5 | Rom 11:16 | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | + + + + Syr Philoxenus  
6 | Rom 12:6 | + + | — | — | ± | ± | — | ± | ± | ± | ± | ± | ± | GeoAB variants only  
7 | Rom 12:14 | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | —  
8 | Rom 14:7 | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | —  
9 | Rom 15:15 | + | + | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | —  
10 | 1Cor 7:15 | — | — | — | + | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | —  
11 | 1Cor 7:37 | — | — | — | + + | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | —  
12 | 1Cor 11:30 | + + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | + | +  
13 | 1Cor 12:29 | + | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | —  
14 | 1Cor 15:29 | + — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | — | + —
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Syr</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Syr H</th>
<th>ArSyr</th>
<th>Sin</th>
<th>ArGr</th>
<th>Sah</th>
<th>Boh</th>
<th>EthGr</th>
<th>EthAr</th>
<th>Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>2Cor 5:8</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>2Cor 5:14</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2Cor 5:18</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>2Cor 6:7</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>2Cor 10:10</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Gal 1:22</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Eph 4:13</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Eph 4:29</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Eph 5:1</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Eph 5:18</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Eph 6:7</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Eph 6:22</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Воскресенский, Г. 1908. Древнеславянский Апостол. Послания святого апостола Павла по основным спискам четырех редакций рукописного славянского апостольского текста с разночтениями из пятидесяти одной рукописи Апостола XII—XVI вв. Вып. III—V. Послания святого апостола Павла к Коринфянам 2-е, к Галатам и к Ефесянам. Сергиев Посад: Свято-Троицкая Сергиева лавра [Voskresenskij, G. The Old Slavic Apostle. The Epistles of St. Apostle Paul according to the Main Manuscripts of the Four Recensions of the Manuscript Slavonic Text of the Apostle with Variant Readings from Fifty-One Manuscripts of the Apostle of the 12th—16th centuries. Iss. III—V. The Epistles of the Holy Apostle Paul to the Corinthians Second, to the Galatians, and to the Ephesians. Sergiev Posad: "Svjato-Troickaja Sergieva lavra" Publ.]
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